
























































































































463 (96) ~I~~~~~ ~~19~~ (2002) 
4 ) dairy-free<free from dairy (products) 
-containing no milk product [NSOED] 
5 ) animal-free<free from animals 
-not using or containing any product derived irom animals [CDNW] 
6 ) carsick <(sick from (riding in) a car 
-ill with motion sickness during automobile travel [RHVVCD] 
7 ) punch-drunh <drunk with punches 
- ( a ) showing sigus of brain damage by blows to the head. Used 
esp. of a boxer; 
( b ) behaving in a bewildered, confused, or dazed manner [AHICD] 
8 ) shockproof<proof against shock 
- ( a ) incapable of being shocked; 
( b ) resistant to damage by shock; 
( c ) unlikely to cause shock [MWICDro] 
(~~) shock-resistant ~ ~l~~. 
9 ) dust proof<proof against dust 
-impervious to or iree of dust [RHD] 
l O) bulletproof-impenetrable by bullets [AHCD]/foolproof-incapable 
of going wrong or being misused [NODE] 
1 1) world-weary<weary of the world 
-no longer finding pleasure in living; tired of the world [TED] 
1 2) word-blind<blind to words 
-suffering from alexia [~C] (~~:~F~~~~). (~pf~i'~~) ~~~ii~~~)) 
1 3) combat-ready<:ready for combat 
-sufficiently equipped, trained, and numerically strong to an enemy 
[RHD] (~~f~'~'~~Qfi~"~~O. ~~f~~:~~~~:~~i~!,_*~:~)) 
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[･-'-p~"-;~~;:~l~~:_~~] : 
Asahi Evening News (4EN) . International Herald Tribune (IHT) , Time 
(TM) , Newsweek (NV~ , The Japan Times gT) , Fortune, The Economist 
(Economist) , The Canberra Times (Canberra) , ~~. 
~~~T~C (~~) ~:~~~~~(~lC~~ ~ 
( I ) )~~{~ =~i "Noun+Adjective" ~! Asyntactic Adjective Compound ~)~~~j~< I >, r~I "' 
~,~;~~~:~1-'~'~'FE~:~ ~~15~~~~2~= (2001), pp.171-189. 
( 2 ) Adams, Valerie. (1973) . A,e Introduction to Modem English Word-Formation. 
London: Longnan pp.92-9~:~~~ ~~. 
( 3 ) Quirk, Randolph. et al. (1989) . A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language. 
London & New York: Longman Inc. pp.1576-8. 'adverbial of respect' ~ ~)~;~1~; 
~:;~I~~CFOOTSORE ~:. 'sore in respect to (one's) feet' (D~;5}C~~B~~~~~~. 
( 4 ) userfneudly unfnendly ~*1)V~~~}~. T~~--･-~~)~:= ~:~~~_*~ ~~ ~ f'-_. Tulloh Sara 
(1992) . The Oxford Dictionary of New Words. Oxford: Oxford Univ. Pr. pp.297-8; 
p.295. 
( 5 ) Knowles, Elizabeth. (ed.) (1998) . The Ouford Dictionary of New Words. Oxiord: 
Oxiord Univ. Pr. pp.59-60. 
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